
 Vaccines:  Crisis of Our Sickest Children Ever 

 

America has an epidemic – allergies and neuro / autoimmune disorders – yet we are one of the most 

highly vaccinated countries. The U.S.' infant mortality rate is horrifically 34th!  WHAT?!  SIDS only 

became an actual diagnosis after the mandatory vaccination schedules began in 1960; high numbers of 

infants die days and weeks after being vaccinated. 

 

In 1986, vaccine companies and doctors were given legal immunity; since then, the vaccine schedule 

has been greatly increased, and is directly related to mounting physical disabilities in over half of 

vaccinated children.  Originally, pregnant women weren't given vaccines; they go directly to the 

developing fetus.  Neither were newborns; their immune systems are immature. 

 

Vaccine ingredients are unbelievable:  lead, aluminum, mercury, glyphosate, aborted fetus cells, cancer, 

antifreeze, various animal cells ....  (Types of leukemia normally only found in mice have now been 

found in humans.)  Mercury (thimerosal) levels in vaccines far exceed the EPA's “safety” limits.  The 

ethyl mercury that is used goes right to the brain, and is much more toxic than methyl mercury found in 

some fish.  High levels of aluminum have been found in autopsied brains of autistic children and 

adults. 

 

Vaccine proponents say “safe and effective,” yet legally, they're classified as “unavoidably unsafe.”  

True informed consent isn't happening. 

 

The Gardasil vaccine has the highest number of reported adverse events, and has tripled cervical cancer 

in our country.   

The Varicella vaccine is causing more shingles, not only in adults but children. 

Hepatitis B is contracted mainly from IV drug abuse and sex, but its vaccine is being given to 

newborns?  The new Hepaslav B caused 14 heart attack deaths in its 'trial.' 

The flu vaccine isn't effective, but does increase the risk of other non-influenza viral infections. 

 

This vaccine nightmare is rooted in greed.  The pharmaceutical industry is up to $30 billion.  It's 

business partners with the CDC and FDA.  Politicians and doctors are being bought at the expense of 

our children's health and lives. 

 

Since 1986, about $4 billion has been paid out to people catastrophically injured by vaccines.  HHS 

estimates only 1% of such cases are being reported to VAERS. 

 

Before vaccines, diseases had been overcome through improved living conditions. 

Mandating vaccines is a shocking violation of our Constitutional rights. 

That legal immunity must stop! 

 

For our children's sake – 

 

Naomi / Mary Grabinsky 
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